Musala Soft

About us

Musala Soft is a leading Bulgarian software services company. Our young and ambitious team consists of more than two hundred professionals in the area of software development, quality assurance, enterprise integration, project infrastructure, database optimization and many others. Our specialists work on great variety of projects using broad set of diverse technologies. Each employee has tailored plan for professional growth in accordance with his/her personal desires for self-improvement. In Musala Soft we highly value diversity and flexibility in our daily activities, and encourage the personal endeavor to gain knowledge.

Working in Musala Soft

Being a member of our development team challenges every engineer to participate in worldwide distributed projects and to learn from leading IT experts.

Musala Soft employees have medals from international competitions in Informatics, knowledge covering a broad range of technology projects, and multiple years of experience in the software development industry. The productive work environment alongside individual training paths, company policy for staff technology certifications and internal workshops for knowledge sharing are an excellent opportunity for professional growth and skills development.

Being a part of the Musala Soft team does not stand only for hard work and non-stop trainings. We believe in and encourage innovation, active communication and effective cooperation and last but not the least, in sharing our achievements. We are a company that insists on having fun at the workplace.

Career Opportunities

Due to our continuous growth, we are always looking for new bright minds to join our team. If you are a respected professional with a strong work ethic, proven skills and desire to contribute in a fun and dynamic work environment, we would like to hear from you!

For more information about us and your job position at Musala Soft: http://joinus.musala.com.
Musala Soft Internship program

Every young professional needs a driving support in the beginning of his/her career path. The idea of internship program in Musala Soft originates from our strong belief in every individual’s talent. It is an opportunity for students to become a part of international projects and expand their university knowledge with wide range of technologies and quality standards. The internship opportunities are mainly in the area of software engineering and quality assurance, but we are ready to discuss any other ideas and possibilities. Our goal is to stay flexible and ready to respond to different interns’ needs and preferences.

The internship program is based on “learning from experience”. Therefore, typical activities may include implementation of project modules /solution components according to the project requirements, participation in quality assurance activities such as design and code reviews, unit and integration testing, etc, training in general technology areas such as object oriented programming, database theory, algorithms.

Musala Soft internship program is ongoing all year long and has no limitation for duration. However, we would preferably expect interns to be part of out team for at least three months. Every applicant for internship should pass interview criteria.

As mentioned above company provides different kind of trainings. Their efficiency is provided by the personal mentor responsible for every intern. Furthermore, we offer full access to our vast knowledge management system including library, wikis, and documentation.

Please send us your application at job@musala.com stating that you are interested in internship.